Year Group: 6

Topic Title: Changes

English
- Stories from other
cultures and
traditions: creation
myths – reading,
comparing and writing
- Non-fiction writing
focus (TBC)
- Poetry and song lyrics:
recital/performance
- Playscripts: reading
and performance
(school summer
performance)
- Weekly grammar
focus: including tenses
(present, past and
future continuous;
present, past and
future perfect);
active and passive
voice; modal verbs and
determiners.
- Weekly spelling focus:
word roots, prefixes
and suffixes;
exception words

Maths
- Fractions: equivalent
fractions; comparing
and ordering
fractions; calculations
with fractions.
- Percentages, ratio and
proportion
- Classification of 2D
and 3D shapes
- Using mathematical
equipment accurately
- Investigating and
solving complex word
problems
- Exploring binary
numbers
- Learning about the
lives of famous
mathematicians.
Opportunities for topic
related Maths
- Classification
charts for plants
and animals (data
handling)
- Word problems
linked to crosscurricular themes

Term:

Summer 2017

Science
Evolution, inheritance
and adaptation:
the life and work of
Charles Darwin
classification of
plants and animals

Computing
Further coding practice
and research skills
Completing our glossary
of computing science.

Music/Singing
Singing and performance:
Festival of Voices and
School performance
songs.

Geography/History
The life and travels
of Charles Darwin
(science links)
Reading maps; using
compasses
Using fieldwork to
explore, measure,
record and present
features of a local
PE area
Indoor PE sessions
covering gymnastics, dance
& fitness.
Outdoor PE sessions
extending skills and
learning tactics and team
working - sessions led by
trained PE coaches.
Athletics.

Art/DT
- Botanical drawings
and paintings using
pencils and paints /
ink
- Gustav Klimt’s Tree
of Life – collage /
tapestry

RE
Can we know what God
is?
The figure of God in
different religions and
belief systems. We will
end the term by
examining different
beliefs regarding
creation.
PSHCE
- Moving on – coping
with changes and
challenges
- Motivation and
perseverance

Languages
French
We will be consolidating
what we have learned
throughout the year,
through role-play,
conversation, reading and
writing short passages
and comprehension.

